Cyber Threats Don’t Sleep.
Neither Should Your Security Team.
It’s no longer a matter of if, but when your credit
union could be attacked; credit unions similar
to yours are experiencing breaches. Our team is
committed to helping you improve your security
posture and comply with regulations through our
managed security service, CU Assured.
CU Assured monitors your entire credit union’s
IT environment to detect intrusions, threats, and
vulnerabilities on a dashboard providing detailed
reporting, information, analysis tools, and alarms.
Since CU Assured is built for credit unions of all
sizes, it has two options for monitoring: Federated
and Multitenant. With Federated, the CU Assured
Server is at the credit union. With Multitenant, the
CU Assured Server is located in a PCI compliant
Operation Center, and alarms are sent from
Sensors at the credit union. The CU Assured team
will be there to monitor and help your IT Staff in
both options.

Unified Security Management (USM)
Centralized security monitoring provides
powerful threat detection capabilities across your
cloud and on-premise landscape with reporting
capabilities that help comply with NCUA
Regulation 748.
Integrated Threat Intelligence
Actionable threat intelligence updates from CU
Assured are delivered continuously to the Unified
Security Management platform. Powering the
platform with up-to-the-minute threat
intelligence is AlienVault USM and the Open
Threat Exchange®, OTX™. USM Anywhere is used
by more than 7,000 commercial customers with
a simple and affordable solution that centralizes
threat detection, incident response, and
compliance management for all environments.

Program Benefits

Security Orchestration & Automation

•		 Assist in complying with NCUA
		Regulation 748		
•		 Reduced Operational Costs & improves IT
staff efficiency
•		 CU Assured Cyber Security Team support
•		 Detects intrusions quickly

Easily extend threat detection and incident
response to third-party products like Office 365,
Cisco Umbrella, and Palo Alto Networks.
Continue to build on your current
security software.

For more information about how CU Assured can
manage your security more efficiently, email
consult@myleverage.com.

www.myleverage.com

Your Advantage

FAQs - Marketing Program from CU Assured
Q: How does CU Assured access my credit
union’s IT environment?

Q: Do I have to give you a list of all my IT
assets before launch?

A: We will consult with you to review your
size, number of IT assets, and IT
environment to recommend one of our two
monitoring forms with CU Assured:
Federated or Multitenant.

A: We will scan your environment to
determine the assets in your environment.

Federated - A CU Assured All-in-One (AIO)
is installed at the credit union’s main office.
The AIO collects logs and events from
servers, PCs, switches, routers, firewalls,
applications, and correlates the data
looking for Indicators of Compromise (IoC).
The credit union accesses the CU Assured
dashboard to monitor and address threats.
The AIO also sends alerts to the CU Assured
Team who monitors and analyzes events.
When required, the CU Assured Team
notifies the credit union concerning IoC and
is available to help.

A: Logs are forwarded to the CU Assured
AIO or Sensor. A current list of products
with prebuilt plugins can be found here:

Multitenant - Sensors are installed at the
credit union’s locations. These sensors
collect logs and events from servers, PCs,
switches, routers, firewalls, applications, and
forwards all events to a CU Assured All-inOne (AIO) located at a PCI compliant
Operation Center for correlation and
analysis by the CU Assured Team. When
required, the CU Assured Team notifies the
credit union concerning IoC and is
available to help. The credit union accesses
the CU Assured dashboard to monitor and
address threats.
Q: What is the definition of an asset on the
credit union’s IT environment?
A: An asset is one IP address under your
environment. All assets are monitored by
CU Assured.

Q: How does CU Assured work with my
current security software?

https://www.alienvault.com/
documentation/usm-appliance/
supported-plugins/supported-plugins.htm
Q: Can I demo CU Assured for testing or
demo?
A: Yes. Please contact your Business
Development Consultant or
CUACG Auditor.

